Subject: Listing Mark Verification Letter

To whom it may concern:

Please note, this letter verifying the below Listing Mark(s) is not an Authorization to Mark. Verification of products currently authorized to bear the Mark(s) indicated can be found at:


Applicant: HARMAN PROFESSIONAL, INC.

Product Description: Stage Luminaires

Models Covered: ELP CL IP, ELP WW IP

Brand Name: Martin

Standards:
- Stage and Studio Luminaires and Connector Strips [UL 1573:2003 Ed.4+R:22Jan2019]
- Stage And Studio Luminaires [CSA C22.2#166:2015 Ed.2]

Directory Link(s):

http://www.intertek.com/directories

Pearly Yu

Directory Coordinator

Signature

Relevant Listing Mark(s):

This Listing Mark Verification letter is valid only on the issue date and is for the exclusive use of the Client and is provided pursuant to the Certification Agreement between Intertek and the Client. Intertek’s responsibility and liability are limited to the terms and conditions of the agreement. Intertek assumes no liability to any party, other than the client, in accordance with the agreement, for any loss, expense or damage occasioned by the use of this Listing Mark Verification. Only the Client is authorized to permit copying or distribution of this Listing Mark Verification. The use of Intertek’s Certification Mark is restricted to the conditions laid out in the Certification Agreement between Intertek and the Client. Any further use of the Intertek name or Certification Mark for the sale or advertisement of the material, product or service must first be approved by Intertek in writing.